
Engage®

Task Seating
adaptable │ adjustable  │ contemporary



Engage® Task Seating

We took the best thinking in
ergonomics. Gave it a clean, crisp
look. Then made it so simple to adjust
that it can fit virtually any body type.

The seat and back move with you via
a synchrotilt control for enhanced
comfort. The soft seat also tilts
forward to relieve pressure on thighs
when in a work-intensive position.
Optional memory foam seat
enhances comfort even further.

With its contoured, thin profile and
square back, Engage enhances the
look of any environment.

Adjust seat depth, back height and
arm height and pivot to fit your body
and adapt to your tasks. Back flexes
20° yet can be locked in any of three
positions. Best of all, the controls are
easily accessible and easy to grasp.

Adaptable, adjustable comfort.
In offices, hospitals, computer labs or anyplace adjustable comfort is needed, Engage is the
seating choice. There’s even a 24/7 option with a three-shift, ten-year warranty. Choose from
poly or upholstered back panels; fixed or adjustable arms or armless; black or aluminum base.

One size doesn’t fit all. One chair does.

Back height adjusts in a 4"
range for proper support.

Seat depth adjusts from 16"
to 19" for chair and from 16"
to 17-3/4" for stool to fit
various leg lengths.

Arm height adjusts from 2-1/2"
to 4" depending on style.
Pivot armcap rotates to four
positions including a 180°
pivot. Width adjustable
armcap provides an extra inch
of room on each side.

Pneumatic height adjusts to fit
your height - optional low
and high cylinders.

Specifications

Task Chairs
W 28, D 22-1/2 to 25-1/2, H 36-3/8 to 41-1/8
Seat: W 18-3/4, D 16 to 19, H 16 to 20-3/4
Back: W (at lumbar) 18, H 16-3/8 to 20-3/8

Task Stools
W 28, D 26, H 47-7/8 to 52-5/8
Seat: W 18-3/4, D 16 to 19, H 22 to 32-1/4
Back: W (at lumbar) 18, H 16-3/8 to 20-3/8

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.
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